Window regulator for jeep liberty

It was in production for 10 years from the year until the year When it was replaced in , the Jeep
Cherokee took over. The Cherokee had been what the Liberty was called in markets outside of
North America. Arguably that means the Liberty is still in production, but now it is just known as
the Jeep Cherokee. In terms of the Liberty itself, you can still get used ones on the market from
the 10 years it was in production. Sales for the Jeep Liberty were moderate, and rarely cracked ,
units per year when they were in production. The Liberty was fairly popular in its day, but it was
not without its problems as well. If you're interested in picking up a used Liberty for yourself,
it's good to be familiar with the problems that the various model years were faced with.
Unfortunately, the model year of the Jeep Liberty had a number of issues right out of the gate
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration logged hundreds of complaints relating to
seatbelt and airbag problems. There were problems with people getting into accidents and the
airbags not deploying, and other times the airbags deployed for no reason. Based on the
NHTSA reviews there were 78 injuries and two deaths related to this problem as well as 55
crashes into fires. This is a very serious issue and should definitely give you pause before
considering looking into a Liberty. There have been 14 recalls issued for the Jeep Liberty. Some
of them were remarkably extensive and dealt with very serious issues. The inadvertent airbag
deployment was something that had a recall associated with it and affected just over
three-quarters of a million vehicles. There was also recall because of post-collision fire after
rear impact. A fuel leak could have led to a fire and this led to the recall of over 1. There was a
second recall issued for the airbag deployment issue that covers just under three-quarters of a
million vehicles as well. Another recall affected just over , vehicles relating to a problem with
the front lower ball joints. That could have led to a loss of steering control and increased
accident risks. The rear crash test rating was actually poor while the rest was just marginal
overall. It would be in your best interests to avoid this model year if possible. In one of the main
issues relating to problems with a Liberty was the lower ball joints in the front suspension. The
NHTSA logs hundreds of complaints about this and there is reportedly one death related to it as
well. Some drivers experienced issues with the ball joint snapping causing the control arm to
break which made them lose control of the vehicle. The same rear end collision issue was
prevalent in this model year which related to fuel leaks as a result of collisions. Many drivers
also expressed a problem with window regulator failure. This was a recurring issue with the
number of vehicles in which the window would either only have open or closed and the motor
that operated the window would make quite an annoying sound while you're trying to operate it.
There have been 13 recalls related to the Liberty, many of them the same that had been around
for the previous year. Airbag deployment issues, post-collision fire hazards, and so on.
Unsurprisingly, the model year for the Jeep Liberty featured a lot of the same suspension
problems that the previous years had. The issue with the windows continued on to this model
year as well. The model year had a recall that affected just over , vehicles relating to the rear
lower control arm. This is an addition to the continuing problem with the front lower ball joints,
meaning that the suspension has the potential to fail in both the front and the back of the
vehicle. The number of recalls were also issued relating to problems with the amber side
reflectors feeling to meet safety standards, which meant that you have the potential to have
lower visibility in failing light. In there were some serious issues with fuel systems. In particular
there was an issue that was prominent in several different Jeep models related to the gas tank
overflowing when you were filling it up. This was often chalked up to user error, but so many
drivers of Jeep specifically had the same problem even at different gas stations where the tank
would continue to fill until overflowing. The number of drivers experiencing gas that ended up
pouring out of the side of the tag and even splashing onto themselves which was a clear safety
risk. Suspension issues and issues with the windows also continue to be a problem for this
model year. We're here at a jury appears to determine which shop. It seems like the model year
was the worst one for the Jeep Liberty. There were numerous complaints relating to issues with
the windows. The window regulator broke routinely, and that led to a number of drivers
experiencing the window simply falling open. The NHTSA logged hundreds of complaints
related to the same issue, including at least one that led to a crash. The problem was that this
would happen quite unexpectedly, and it would be extremely loud when the window simply fell
inside the door panel and smashed. The same fuel problem for the previous year was an issue
with as well. Drivers were experienced filling the gas tank to the point that it overflows without
warning. There were 10 recalls issues that affected the year. Again, the lower control arm
fractures in the we are impact fire damage were covered as well as the lower ball joints. There
was another recall that affected just under , Vehicles related to overheating ventilators and AC
blower motors. Based on the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash testing, the Jeep
Liberty was also poorly rated, in particular is it related to rear crash test results. The Jeep
Liberty fared a little bit better in than it did in in terms of problems reported by drivers.

Unfortunately, the window issue was still a big spot that affected many drivers and the issue
with the gas tank overflowing still had not gone away. There were a few other issues overall
with this model year though. Many of the same recalls that had affected previous years were
still in place for this one. Even though there were still issues with the gas tank overflowing and
problems with the windows for the Liberty model year, one of the biggest recurring issues for
this year was a faulty TIPM. The TIPM is what Chrysler called the total integrated power module,
a kind of electronic brain for many years of their vehicle models for a number of years.
Unfortunately, the TIPM was riddled with issues no matter what model they were put in and
routinely malfunctioned. When a TIPM went bad it could roll down your windows and start
blasting the radio even when you weren't in the car. Recalls for the Jeep Liberty year were
finally different, at least, than previous years. This was likely because this was the first year for
the second generation of Jeep Libertys, so many of the prior systems were no longer in place.
That said, there was a recall affecting just over 62, models related to a drive shaft failure that
could have caused airbag deployment. All things being equal, the model year was not a
particularly bad one for the Jeep Liberty. There were still some issues with the fuel systems,
and some drivers had problems with the TIPM issues and their Electronics, but they were not
too bad overall. There was only one recall issued that affected the Jeep Liberty and it's a
remarkably limited one. In fact, only 44 vehicles were affected by an issue relating to
aftermarket suspension systems. The crash tests were better for the model, they were still poor
overall when it came to rear crash test ratings and the side rating was not good either. The
problem with TIPM not working properly was still prevalent in , and these actually affected
nearly every Jeep model around the same time. These components were a massive failure for a
number of years. The issue with fuel spilling from the tank when it overflowed was also on
going. There are only two recalls that affected the Jeep Liberty, and both affected only around
20, vehicles. One related to a potential failure in the brakes because of a brake booster input
Ron, and the other related to a hydraulic control unit that could lead to a loss of brake fluid. In
they were still issues with the TIPM unfortunately, and with the fuel tank overflowing. There are
also some scattered reports of engine failure , but these were lower numbers overall. They were
bigger issues with recalls for this model year however including two fairly significant ones. The
first related to active headrest not deploying during a crash. This affected just over , vehicles.
The other was related to that and dealt with head restraints not deploying properly and this
affected over , vehicles. On the upside, the crash test ratings had improved substantially for this
year. They were still not great, but the rear rating had improved from a poor to an acceptable,
which is pretty good overall. This was the final production year for the Jeep Liberty, and it was
still plagued with a number of problems. The TIPM was an utter failure, and there were also
issues with airbag problems. Some drivers would have airbag lights that would come on for no
reason, and others had a more serious issue of the airbag simply not deploying during
accidents. There were four recalls that affected the model year. The active headrest not
deploying was a problem still for this year, affecting several hundred thousand vehicles overall.
There were a lot of problems over the year run of the Jeep Liberty that can't be overlooked.
Some of the problems led to serious accidents and in a few cases, people even died as a result
of these problems. For that reason, you should definitely avoid the model years that we
mentioned that had severe issues. They were a few model years that were better overall, but
with the amount of problems that the TIPM modules had for every Chrysler vehicle, the second
generation is really a gamble if you're looking in that direction. Crash test ratings were never
that great for Jeep Libertys either, and that's potentially part of the reason why Jeep ended up
scrapping this model completely and went to the Jeep Cherokee instead. If you can get a good
deal on a Jeep Liberty, and you can get it checked by a trusted mechanic ahead of time to make
sure it's going to be at least somewhat reliable vehicle, then it may be worth your while. But if
you have other options that are in the same price range, you do yourself a favour to consider
looking at another make and model if it's at all a possibility. Why Us? How it works What we do
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same design, features, and problems. Grouping all models by their year can reveal some
baddies. Running tally of owner grievances filed to CarComplaints. The best way to find out
what's wrong with a vehicle is from the people who drive them. Not only do owner complaints
help us rank vehicles by reliability, but they're often used to spark class-action lawsuits and
warranty extensions. Plus, they're a great way to vent. Add a complaint. Featured Problems A
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on August 12, Tagged lawsuit Source carcomplaints. And for good reason. Last month, FCA
announced that nearly , vehicles fail to meet emissions standards and will need new catalytic
converters. Some owners have filed a lawsuit because they will could fail their next state
inspection before parts are available. Posted on April 11, Tagged lawsuit. By the Numbers 10
models Each with their own trim levels, bodystyles, and special blend of headaches. Have a
complaint about your vehicle? The convenience of the power window switch is sure easy to get
used to. However, in the life of a vehicle, there will come a day, when pressing that switch fails
to bring the desired result. A replacement is necessary in order to avoid damaging other parts,
such as the regulator, when you manually push and pull the window into its desired position.
After all, even though everybody knows that moving the window by hand will pull it off its track
or worse, with the hot sun beating through it or the cold rain pouring in, it is difficult to resist
pushing and pulling at the window. Our specialists here at PartsGeek know what it's like to love
your car, and so we are on a mission to help you find the perfect AC Delco window switch. Your
car's manufacturer sells dependable and sturdy vehicles, but all cars have secondary systems
that will on occasion cease functioning and need replacement - our site has the replacement
components your vehicle needs. Every vehicle has different features which range from hood
pads to hood struts. In most cases an automobile's interior features are intended to improve a
driver's convenience. A car's window is lowered and raised via the window switch. If the
window switch is depressed, it forces the window's motor to switch on. Your window switch is a
button that initiates the windows. A window switch is the switch the driver can depress to raise
and lower a car or truck's window. Window switches may stop working over time because of
constant use, moisture or corroded wiring. Our specialists here at PartsGeek. If you buy a new
vehicle, you are investing in a set of features that are only as good as their parts. Today's car
has been engineered to operate using a wide variety of features. Because the typical commuter
spends so much time in a vehicle, it is logical to install add-ons that will make the miles more
enjoyable. Window switches may stop working over time because of frequent use, water
damage or loose wiring. If a window switch is pushed, it forces the electronic motor to switch
on. The window switch is how car passengers force the car's automatic windows to go up and
down. The window switch is the switch that initiates the windows. A vehicle's automatic window
is raised or lowered by pushing the window switch. A car or truck is only as good as its parts,
such as the Beck Arnley window switch. When you buy a Dorman window switch from the
specialists here at PartsGeek, you can feel confident that you are choosing the most premium
parts at the best price. Since the normal commuter spends long periods of time in his car, it is a
good idea to purchase optional equipment that tends to make the miles more enjoyable. Parts
that offer a better ride could increase safety as well as handling. There are a number of options
on the market plus generic parts that can give additional enjoyment to your commute. A window
switch is how drivers make the vehicle's power windows to go up and down. Your window
switch starts the upward and downward motion of the windows. Window switches may stop
functioning over time because of frequent use, water damage or loose wiring. When a window
switch is pushed, it causes the electronic motor to turn on. Your window switch is the car part
that lowers and lifts the power windows. Hunting for a dependable source for outstanding parts
such as a Dorman window switch? Every car or truck will need replacement components now
and then, so when you need a Febi window switch, PartsGeek. When you buy a new vehicle,
you are paying for a set of features that are only as good as their parts. Secondary systems of
your car, though not critical to the smooth operation of your vehicle, are nonetheless
components you'll want to keep in perfect condition. There are a plethora of options available in
addition to inexpensive equipment that will add fun to the commute. The window switch is the
button the driver can push to lower and raise your car's windows. Your window switch is how
drivers make the car's windows to go up and down. Window switches may stop working as time
goes by due to constant use, water damage or faulty wiring. The window switch is the button
that initiates your power windows. A vehicle's power window goes up and down via the window
switch. Many times the most difficult thing about restoring an older vehicle is looking for a
reliable source of quality parts such as a Mopar window switch. Components that offer a more

deluxe ride can increase safety as well as drivability. Minor elements of a car, while not
absolutely required for the continued drivability of your vehicle, are still elements you should
preserve in perfect functioning. If you purchase a new automobile, you are paying for a group of
features that are only as good as their components. Your window switch is the car part that
initiates the power windows. Your vehicle's power window is raised or lowered via the window
switch. The window switch is the button the passenger can press to move the car or truck's
windows. If a window switch is depressed, it causes the window motor to activate. Window
switches may stop functioning over time because of excessive use, water damage or faulty
wiring. The perfect parts, like a Mopar window switch, are just a few clicks away when you buy
from PartsGeek. A car or truck is really only as good as the parts it uses, such as a
Replacement window switch. Minor systems of your car, though not mandatory for the everyday
operation of your car or truck, are still elements you ought to keep in top condition. To take
advantage of your new vehicle's newest features, you need to use the highest quality parts.
Though they might not be crucially important components like your car's suspension, the minor
components of your vehicle may be important to getting the full pleasure from the vehicle you
spend so much time and energy on. A window switch is the button you press on to raise and
lower the vehicle's windows. The car or truck's automatic window goes up and down by
pushing the window switch. A window switch is the device that initiates the power windows.
Window switches may stop functioning over time because of excessive use, moisture or loose
wiring. Your window switch initiates the downward and upward movement of your windows. If
you're in the market for a Replacement window switch, repairing a car or truck with OEM quality
parts will pay off in the long run. The specialists here at PartsGeek understand what it's like to
love your vehicle, and so we have made it our mission to help you find the perfect Standard
window switch. Innovative devices create a more pleasurable ride. Your car's manufacturer
manufactures reliable and robust cars, but all vehicles have minor components that
occasionally break or require attention - our site has the replacement components your car or
truck requires. The modern automobile is designed to operate using many conveniences. Your
window switch is the switch the passenger can depress to raise and lower a vehicle's windows.
Whenever the window switch is pressed, it engages the window motor to switch on. A window
switch is how we tell our automobile's power windows to go up or down. A window switch
initiates the up and down motion of your window. A window switch is the car part that initiates
the automatic windows. Your car or truck is really only as good as the parts it uses, like a
Standard window switch. To get unbeatable satisfaction out of your car or truck, take a peek at
a TRW window switch. Components that make for an easier ride may increase safety plus
overall operation. There are many different options on the market plus inexpensive components
that will add fun to your driving experience. To truly take advantage of a new car's features, you
will need to use top quality replacement parts. Your window switch is the control you depress to
lower and raise your car or truck's windows. Whenever a window switch is pressed, it causes
the electronic motor to activate. The window switch is how car passengers make the car or
truck's windows to raise or lower. Your window switch starts the up and down motion of your
windows. Window switches may wear out over time due to frequent use, water damage or faulty
wiring. Take advantage of Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Alfa Romeo.
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Professional Parts Sweden. VNE Automotive. Bumper Cover. Door Handle. Door Mirror Glass.
Inner Fender Well. Window Motor. Window Regulator. Click to Enlarge. Replacement Window
Switch. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Dorman Window Switch. Features: Fits,
functions and matches the appearance of the original switch for a perfect replacement every
time Made from premium materials for a long service life Original manufacturer quality
Simulation and endurance tested to ensure proper fit and performance. Genuine W Window
Switch. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Motorcraft SW Window
Switch. Original Equipment W Window Switch. Genuine 13 51 Window Switch. Product SKU: 13
51 Package Contents 1 Door Window Switch. Read more reviews. Every thing was as I ordered.
The parts came in a timely manner. Great experience. Door window controller received on time
and installed easy: Works great. Fantastic Price. Catalog: E. Vehicle Body Dodge Ram Catalog:
B. Vehicle Ford F Vehicle Dodge Nitro. Catalog: A. Vehicle Mazda Miata. Vehicle Body Ford F
Vehicle Body Chevrolet Silverado Vehicle Volkswagen Beetle. Vehicle Porsche Catalog: F.
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Catalog: N. Jeep Oil Filter. Jeep Intake Manifold Gasket. Jeep Torque Converter. Jeep Lash
Adjuster. Jeep Rocker Arm. Jeep Rod Bearing. Jeep Intake Manifold. Jeep Valve Stem Seal.
Jeep Engine Control Module. Jeep Oxygen Sensor. Jeep Instrument Cluster. Jeep Power
Window Switch. Jeep Battery Cable. Jeep Headlight. Jeep Ignition Coil. Jeep Antenna. Jeep Air
Filter. Jeep Gas Cap. Jeep Fuel Pump. Jeep Fuel Tank. Jeep Cruise Control Servo. Jeep Throttle
Body. Jeep Fuel Filter. Jeep Throttle Cable. Jeep Door Hinge. Jeep Car Mirror. Jeep Lift Support.
Jeep Hood Latch. Jeep Axle Beam. Jeep Front Cross-Member. Jeep Door Check. Jeep Tailgate
Lock. Jeep Radiator. Jeep Water Pump. Jeep Radiator Hose. Jeep Fan Blade. Jeep Thermostat
Housing. Jeep Drain Plug. Jeep Radiator Cap. Jeep Coolant Reservoir. Jeep Steering Wheel.
Jeep Dimmer Switch. Jeep Steering Column. Jeep Power Steering Hose. Jeep Power Steering
Pump. Jeep Tie Rod End. Jeep Steering Column Cover. Jeep Ignition Switch. Jeep Shift Cable.
Jeep Door Lock Actuator. Jeep Axle Shaft. Jeep Window Regulator. Jeep Control Arm. Jeep
Sway Bar Link. Jeep Wheel Bearing. Jeep Catalytic Converter. Jeep Brake Disc. Jeep Cabin Air
Filter. Jeep Bumper. Jeep Spare Wheel. Jeep Floor Mats. Jeep Cargo Net. Jeep Storage. Jeep
Cargo Management System. Jeep Pedal Kit. Jeep Grocery Bag Hooks. Jeep Interior Trim and
Knobs. Jeep Bumpers. Jeep Spare Tire Cover. Jeep Soft Top. Jeep Hard Top. Jeep Hood. Jeep
Mirrors. Jeep License Plate. Jeep Grab Handle. Jeep Decals. Jeep Tents. Jeep Light Bar. Jeep
Wheel Covers. Jeep Winches. Jeep Jacks. Jeep Lift Kit. Jeep Speaker. Jeep Radios. Jeep
Suspension. Jeep Fog Light. Jeep Remote Start. Jeep Light Cover. Jeep Off-Road Light. Jeep
Books. Jeep Diecast. Shop for Jeep Parts. Other Popular Jeep Parts. Other Popular Jeep
Accessories. After the war, Willy began to produce civilian cars under the CJ designation, while
the struggling company was sold several times over the years. Up till today, Jeep has been
owned by Chrysler since Through the years, Jeep has produced several highly recognized
models in the world. The Wagoneer, a large four-door SUV, debuted in and remained relatively
unchanged by The Cherokee is another successful model that was released in and is still in
production currently. The present Cherokee gains high reputation for its 70 standard features
including a long list of Jeep parts and new technologies designed for safety and security. Get
the right parts and make your vehicle run at peak. Featured Jeep Models. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. A majority of all used US imports have either been
in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
96 vw cabrio
lexus sc300 manual
2006 ford taurus
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

